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1992     First SMS message (“Merry Christmas”) 
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From banking to payment 

“Where most financial inclusion models have 
employed either ‘credit-led’ or ‘savings-led’ 
approaches, the M-PESA experience suggests 
that there may be a third approach—focusing on 
building the payment ‘rails’ on which a broader 
set of financial services can ride” (Mas and 
Radcliffe 2010). 
 



The inspiration 



The initial use-case 



The financial inclusion dream 



What happened? 

“The study found that ‘cash is king.’ … 
Respondents did not appear to use M-PESA as 
de facto savings accounts, but the service was 
an important part of their coping strategies for 
unusual large expenses, particularly hospital 
bills.” (Stuart and Cohen, Cash-in, Cash-Out 
Kenya 2011) 



To get people banking, start with 
existing behaviors? 
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Case study: EKO, length of savings 



Kinda saving a little, but also using it as 
a payment platform for… 

“Only one kind of mobile to mobile transaction 
was found to be prevalent - for recharging their 
mobile airtime accounts” (Nandhi 2012). 
 

AIRTIME 



From banking to payment; 
“platformization” 

M-Pesa and health expenses 



Who’s the acquirer? Who’s the 
processor? 

 



Some changes brought on by “mobile 
money” in the developing world 

1) Changes in the relationships between and 
definitions of acquirer, issuer, processor? 
 

2) A new rail? 
 

3) Concerns over interoperability 





Meanwhile: back in the airtime 
business… 

“Operators can design their top-up strategy using a 
combination of three different approaches: Retail top-up, 
bank top-up and direct operator top-up.  
Comparing these approaches confirms that direct 
operator topup is best suited to satisfy operator 
objectives of cost reduction, revenue growth and 
customer loyalty management.  
Focusing on operator-controlled top-up channels 
provides advantages in three key areas: Subscriber reach 
and availability, ease of use and CRM potential. This gives 
direct operator top-up a clear lead compared to bank top-
up.” (Northstream 2009). 





From airtime, to banking, to payments, 
to airtime again 

Direct airtime top-up as a new payments rail, for what? 
 
 more airtime?   [definitely] 
 
 cash out?    [not really] 
 
 “I love you”?   [remember that first  
     SMS?] 
 remote purchase  
 as remittance?   [coming/already here] 
 



 



Historical analogies 

Airtime top-up ≈ EFTPOS? 
 
 

Cash in Cash out 



Profit, or cost savings? As with the ATM networks, 
the initial impetus for direct topup is cost savings, 
not profit (though that’s changing fast) 
 
Regionalism: ATM networks came about through 
regional associations of banks. Topup services came 
about through mobile network operators but 
increasingly third-party platform providers serving 
multiple (regional) carriers. 





Remember SMS? 

Wikipedia 





Thanks! 
 
wmmaurer@uci.edu 
www.imtfi.uci.edu 
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